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Communication & Language
In our ever evolving world of technology, the means and methods of communication are changing rapidly. However, the bottom line is that we still need to be effective communicators.
We “intake” information through reading, listening and also watching. Look around. The world is full of
images and pictures. We need to teach students how to “read” not only informational texts, but understand and interpret images and sounds.
We also need to project our own ideas. Through writing and speaking, specifically, students practice
communicating to specific audiences with a certain purpose in mind.
A valuable practice for students is to consider the language of their communication. For example, when
speaking with their future employers, students should not use “like,” “um” or “hey, dude.”
Practicing effective communication skills means practicing in various scenarios and with different purposes. Students need to research and share that found information with others. They must also learn to
argue a position; in other words, they need to use data and information to present a position and engage
other students in a discussion around that topic.
Effective and clear communicating of ideas from resources to others is a key skill for the twenty-first
century and one that helps prepare our students for their futures.

Dates

Myth vs. Fact

CAHSEE Test
(12th graders only)
Oct. 10
End of the first
Quarter
Oct. 31
Halloween
Nov. 4-5
CAHSEE Test
(11th & 12th grade)
Nov. 24-28 Thanksgiving
Holiday

Myth: The Common Core State Standards will result in a
national database of private student information.

Oct. 7-8

Fact: There are no data collection requirements for states adopting the standards. Standards define expectations for what students should know and be able to do by the end of each grade.
Implementing the Common Core State Standards does not require
data collection. The means of assessing students and the use of the
data that result from those assessments are up to the discretion of
each state and are separate and unique from the Common Core.

Questions? Contact Dr. Sebastian Puccio at spuccio@gusd.net or (818)241-3111, ext. 218.
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